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DASIC AEROKLEEN DAR 
Heavy Duty Aircraft Exterior Cleaner 

 Natural citrus solvent cleaner with biodegradable surfactants 

 Ideal for removing oils, grease, inks and adhesives 

 Can be used to remove rubber tyre marks 

 An effective dry wash material for aircraft 

 Safe on metals, glass, most paint schemes and many plastics 

 Effective chewing gum remover 

 

DASIC AEROKLEEN DAR is a high performance biodegradable liquid cleaner designed to remove stubborn 
soils such as oil, grease, tar, inks, adhesives and rubber residues from aircraft surfaces. 

DASIC AEROKLEEN DAR is an effective dry wash material for exterior cleaning of aircraft by hand when 
use of conventional water-based wash procedures is not allowed by airport authorities or local environmental 
regulations. 

DASIC AEROKLEEN DAR is an effective material for removal of chewing gum from carpets and other 
surfaces. 

DASIC AEROKLEEN DAR conforms to Boeing specification D6-17487 Revision R, for aircraft use. 

APPLICATION 
DASIC AEROKLEEN DAR is used either as supplied or diluted with water in varying proportions dependent 
on the soil being removed. 

For general cleaning, DASIC AEROKLEEN DAR is recommended to be used at a ratio of 25% in water.  
Apply by spray, mop or cloth and left for 5 minutes before wiping off with a clean dry cloth. 

For dry washing, DASIC AEROKLEEN DAR is diluted 1 part AEROKLEEN DAR to 7 parts water, sprayed 
on to aircraft surface with low pressure sprayer, left for a few minutes and wiped off with cloth or mop head. 
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For technical washing, use DASIC AEROKLEEN DAR as supplied, apply product to aircraft surfaces with 
low pressure sprayer, leave for a few minutes to penetrate soiling and wipe off with cloth or mop. 

 NOTE   -   DASIC AEROKLEEN DAR may affect some plastics or painted surfaces and we recommend 
testing with DASIC AEROKLEEN DAR on a small area before use. 

DASIC AEROKLEEN DAR can damage some types of rubber. 

PACKAGING 
DASIC AEROKLEEN DAR is packed in 25 litre steel containers. 

HEALTH and SAFETY INFORMATION 
Always consult the product label and Dasic Safety Data Sheet before use. 

FURTHER INFORMATION 
For further technical assistance, please do not hesitate to contact us on: 

Telephone:  +44 (0)1794 512419 
Fax:   +44 (0)1794 522346 
E-mail:   info@dasicinter.com 
Website:  www.dasicinter.com 

or via a worldwide distributor network. Please contact us for details of your local distributor. 
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